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Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), excitations which can appear and propagate along the boundary of a dielectric (insulator) and plasma, are well-studied quasiparticles, which were discovered nearly half a century ago.\textsuperscript{1,2} In recent years, surface plasmons have attracted substantial interest due to their potential applications in various optoelectronic devices.\textsuperscript{3–8} The oscillation of an electron gas relative to the ultraviolet light\textsuperscript{9} and the dielectric constant of plasma: $\varepsilon(\omega) = 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega(\omega+i\gamma)}$, describing propagation of transverse electromagnetic waves (where $\gamma$ is the damping rate accounting for the dissipation of plasma oscillation energy and $\omega$ is the angular frequency).\textsuperscript{9–12}

For most of the metals, plasma frequency corresponds to the ultraviolet light\textsuperscript{9} and $\gamma \ll \omega_p$. In fact, for instance, in gold $\hbar\omega_p = 7.9$ eV and $\hbar\gamma = 0.09$ eV at room temperature. In metallic metamaterials, spectral dependence of dielectric constant is characterized by the effective plasma frequency, which can be much lower than the one that belongs to the bulk metal.\textsuperscript{13,14} Plasma frequency of free electrons in semiconductors is determined by the doping level and the effective mass of the relevant band. In solids generally, the damping rate can be substantially reduced by lowering the temperature. Thus, for all cases, a collisionless plasma for which $\gamma = 0$ is quite an approximation to a system which is attainable for many applications.

However, in realistic device, SPPs have finite propagation length due to absorption in metal, and their pumping is required. For the existing schemes of pumping, light can be emitted not only into a surface plasmon mode but also into leaky light modes within the light cone in various directions.\textsuperscript{15} It results in reduction of efficiency of pumping. Moreover, in the case when the radiative recombination occurs for the electron lying not in the band minima, more efficient non-radiative processes such as acoustic phonon scattering would preclude the efficient radiative recombination. Current letter is aimed at the development of design of a device, in which energy is pumped into the SPP mode only. This is achieved by means of an effective shift of the conductance band minimum towards higher $k$-states in reciprocal space. Then, the semiconductor becomes indirect one and optical transitions turn to be damped due to the energy and momentum conservation laws. On the other hand, the transitions accompanied by the SPPs emission still remain possible from this viewpoint. In our work, the Rashba spin-orbit interaction (RSOI) effect is used to shift the minimum of the conduction band that allows to suppress optical leaky modes but does not hinder the SPP emission.

Consider an asymmetric quantum well (QW) buried in a semiconductor structure covered with a metallic layer, as shown in Fig. 1. If the QW is optically or electrically pumped, the top states of the valence band are populated with holes, while the bottom of the conduction band is populated with electrons, and an inversion of population occurs.

It is well known that the dispersion relation of conduction electrons in an asymmetric QW has linear in $p$ terms coupled to the electron spin.\textsuperscript{16} This mechanism of spin-orbit coupling (widely called Rashba spin-orbit interaction) can be characterized by the interaction Hamiltonian: $\mathcal{H}_{SO}(p) = \alpha[p \times \sigma]n$, (1)

where $\alpha$ is a strength of the RSOI, $p$ is the electron momentum in the plane of the QW, $\sigma$ are the Pauli matrices, and $n$ is a normal to the QW plane vector. Part of full system Hamiltonian related to the QW electrons reads:
FIG. 2. Scheme of transitions in the system. The conduction band minimum (point "c" in figure) is shifted in a certain wavevector \( |k| = m_u \pi /\hbar^2 \) due to the spatial inhomogeneity of the QW. The shift occurs due to the Rashba effect. It is shown here only the lower branch of the electron dispersion (3) with quantum number \( \xi = -1 \). The valence band shift is neglected, thus the minimum of the valence band is located in the \( \Gamma \)-point ("v"). The transition between the upper (conduction band) state "c" and the lower (valence band) state "v" (\( \Gamma \)-minimum) can result in a SPP emission since the plasmon dispersion (red line) matches both the points "c" and "v" and both energy and momentum conservation laws are fully satisfied in such a process. Blue curves correspond to the bare photon and acoustic phonon dispersions. Dashed horizontal line illustrates the high-\( k \) asymptotics of the plasmon dispersion. Dashed lines with keys \( F_e, F_h \) represent quasi-Fermi levels of electrons and holes, respectively.

\[
\mathcal{H}_e = \frac{p^2}{2m_e} + \mathcal{H}_S (p). \tag{2}
\]

The solution of the eigenvalue problem for the Hamiltonian (2) takes the form

\[
E_\xi (p) = \frac{p^2}{2m_e} + \xi a p,
\]

\[
\Psi_\xi (p) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{pmatrix} -i \xi \frac{p_x}{p} \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} e^{ipr}, \quad p_\pm = p_x \pm ip_y, \tag{3}
\]

where \( p = |p|; \xi = \pm 1 \) is the electron chirality\(^\dagger\) (number of the energy dispersion branch). From Eq. (3), it becomes clear that in presence of RSOI, dispersion relation for electrons in conduction band is spin-dependent and has minima shifted in respect to \( \Gamma \)-point and positioned in the points \( p = \pm \pm m_e / \hbar \) (see Fig. 2).

Full Hamiltonian of the system can be written in form

\[
\mathcal{H} = \mathcal{H}_e + \mathcal{H}_p, \tag{4}
\]

where the second term

\[
\mathcal{H}_p = V_p \sum_{k,k',p} (a_{k}\dagger a_{k'-\hbar k}a_{k'} + a_{k'}\dagger a_{k'-\hbar k}a_{k}) \tag{5}
\]

describes the possible indirect transition between the conduction and valence band states, accompanied by the surface plasmon emission. Here, \( a_{k}\dagger, a_{k} \) are creation-annihilation operators of the conduction band electrons, valence band holes, and SPP, respectively.

The SPP can propagate along the interface and its electric field overlaps with the QW (see Fig. 3). Thus, the SPP mode can be amplified by the indirect radiative transitions. Note, that efficiency of the transition in this case is increased due to the Purcell effect, since the amplitude of electric field of SPP is higher near the interface. The corresponding matrix element \( V_p \) can be estimated using a standard formula (we consider the matrix element \( k \)-independent for simplicity):

\[
V_p = \frac{2q}{m_e c} \int_d^{d_{QW}} F_e^* A(z) F_e dz, \tag{6}
\]

where \( A(z) \) is the amplitude of the vector potential corresponding to the surface plasmon mode; \( F_e, F_h \) are the envelope functions of the electron and hole in the QW, \( d_{QW} \) is the QW thickness; \( u_e, u_h \) are electron and hole Bloch functions, respectively, and \( e \) is the polarization vector associated with the plasmon mode. Integral over the Bloch functions can be evaluated as\(^\dagger\)

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of the SPP mode penetration into neighbouring layers (metal \( m \), semiconductor QW, and the insulators \( i \)) and overlap of the SPP electric field profile with the QW region. The depicted structure resembles one presented in Fig. 1 (in cross-section).
where the reduced mass \( \mu \) is \( \mu^{-1} = m^{-1} + m_b^{-1} \). Before evaluating the integral over the envelope functions, we should choose the normalization of the wavefunctions properly. Let us for simplicity assume infinite barrier quantum well solutions for electrons and holes. Normalization constant in this case equals \( \sqrt{2/(d_{QW}S)} \), where \( S \) is the area of the device. We normalize the magnetic potential \( A \) applying the condition that total electromagnetic energy associated with the plasmonic mode should be equal to \( \hbar \omega_p / (\sqrt{1 + \varepsilon}) \). Using this condition, we can evaluate the value of magnetic potential amplitude at the metal-dielectric boundary \( |A_0| \)

\[
\frac{|qA_0|}{c} = q 2 \sqrt{\frac{|k_z| \hbar \sqrt{1 + \varepsilon}}{S_{op}},}
\]

where \( k_z \) is the component of the wavevector perpendicular to the layers: \( k_z = \sqrt{\hbar^2 k^2 - k_x^2} \); the absolute value of the plasmon wavevector in vacuum is \( (E_c(m_e \hbar^2) - E_h(0))/\varepsilon \), with \( E_c \) and \( E_h \) being the corresponding electron and hole energies. Due to the momentum conservation law, the in-plane component of the plasmon wavevector \( k_x \) is equal to \( 2m_e \hbar^2 \). Thereby, the integral over the normalized envelope functions in the approximation of infinite barriers reads

\[
\int F_x A(z) F_z dz \approx \frac{2\pi e^{-|k| d_{QW}}}{|k_z| d_{QW} (4\pi^2 + |k_z|^2 d_{QW}^2)}. \tag{9}
\]

Finally, the matrix element can be evaluated as

\[
V_p \approx \sqrt{\frac{|k_z| \hbar}{S_{op}}} \frac{3E_c}{\mu} q 2 \sqrt{\frac{|k| \hbar \sqrt{1 + \varepsilon}}{d_{QW} (4\pi^2 + |k_z|^2 d_{QW}^2)}}. \tag{10}
\]

This estimation allows to find the order of magnitude of the matrix element.

Let us consider a planar heterostructure based on the family of alloys InAlGaAs with an asymmetric QW consisting of the particular alloy \( (Ga,In_{1-x}As) (Al,In_{1-x}As) \) with \( x = 0.47, y = 0.48 \), and \( z \) being a tuning parameter. The bandgaps \( (E_g) \), effective masses \( (m_e, m_h) \), and semiconductor dielectric constants \( (\varepsilon) \) of the constituents can be taken from Refs. 19 and 20. The surface area of the in-plane of the device denotes \( S = 10 \times 10 \mu m^2 \) and the QW width is \( d_{QW} = 10 nm \).

Due to the RSOI, the conduction band becomes split into two subbands, and the minima of these subbands lie at \( k \neq 0 \), namely \( k = \mp m_e \sqrt{\varepsilon}/\hbar^2 \), where the Rashba constant \( \alpha \) was taken equal to some average characteristic value for the alloys which include In, \( \alpha = 1.2 \times 10^{-6} \text{eV \cdot cm} \). Thus, we obtain \( k \approx 10^7 \text{m}^{-1} \). We choose \( P \) for the material of the metal layer. Then the plasmon frequency reads \( \omega_{pl} \approx 5.1 \text{eV} \) and one immediately calculates the dielectric constant of the metal using the Drude model, \( \varepsilon_m = 1 - \omega_{pl}^2 / \omega^2 \), where \( \omega = E_g = E_h - \hbar^2 k^2 / 2m_e \).

Further, one should solve the equation

\[
E_g(x, y, z, T, k) = \hbar \omega(k) = chk \sqrt{\varepsilon + \varepsilon_m} \approx \hbar \omega_{pl} \sqrt{1 + \varepsilon}. \tag{11}
\]

where the dielectric constants are frequency-dependent, \( \varepsilon_m(\omega) = \varepsilon_m(\varepsilon) \), and find the parameters of the structure at which the energy conservation law is satisfied in the process of plasmon emission. Thus, at 2K, the composition reads \( z = 0.86 \).

Further, to estimate the possible operation temperature, we compare the energy \( \hbar^2 k^2 / 2m_e \), with \( k_B T \) and conclude that in the chosen materials, the ratio is close to unity. It should be noted, that, in principle, the temperature can be higher than 1–2K if the RSOI constant is large enough and \( k \) approaches \( 10^7 \text{m}^{-1} \). This latter value is the cut-off momentum for most of the metals.25–28 since as long as a plasmon wavevector becomes higher, the losses grow exponentially, and the mean path of the particle becomes negligible. It is important to note that the RSOI strength can be controlled by the external voltage.29,30 By means of this factor, it becomes possible to control the plasmon emission, switching it on and off.

We have considered a system of coupled conductance electrons, valence band holes, and surface plasmon polaritons in semiconductor microcavity and showed that the Rashba spin-orbit interaction results in possibility to make a source and amplifier of surface plasmons in semiconductor-based heterostructures.
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